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For a complete set of Youtube videos with Private Information Shares, a DVD with over 50 searchable Law Dictionaries, and other books and forms contact me privately at engineerwin@yahoo.com

Donations to support this work are appreciated. I prefer gold or silver coin, but as an extremely less desirable alternative I can accept IOUs (Federal Reserve Notes, Paypal gifts, checks, money orders, etc) send me an email for particulars
I started looking into bitcoin in 2015
I set up my Coinbase account in 2015
I bought bitcoin on Coinbase when all they had available was bitcoin
I bought bitcoin prior to the halving in July of 2016
Since then they have expanded to Ethereum and Litecoin
I sold 11 Ethereum in September of 2016 for around $7.00 – Ethereum is now over $200 and was up as high as $400
I currently own Ethereum (ETH), Bitcoin (BTC), Bytecoin (BCN), Digibytes (DGB), Cloak (CLOAK), Litecoin (LTC) Komodo (KMD) and New Economy Market (XEM)

I try to buy cryptos every week
“At common law only gold and silver were a legal tender. (2 Inst. 577.)” McClarin v. Nesbit, 2 Nott & McC. (11 S.C.L.) 519 (1820),
“There is a distinction between a debt discharged and one paid. When discharged, the debt still exists, though divested of its character as a legal obligation during the operation of the discharge.” Stanek v. White (1927), 172 Minn. 390, 215 N.W. 781
“Sec. 15. As used in this Act the term “United States” means the Government of the United States…the term “currency of the United States” means currency which is legal tender in the United States, and includes United States notes,…Federal Reserve Notes…”

Gold Reserve Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 337
"The forced loans of 1862 and 1863, in the form of legal tender notes, were vital forces in the struggle for national supremacy. They formed a part of the public debt of the United States, ..." Julliard v. Greenman, 110 US 432.
Federal Reserve Notes are commercial paper
Federal Reserve Notes are a forced loan
Federal Reserve Notes are IOUs
All commercial paper falls into 2 categories – promissory note = IOUs
A requirement for a promissory note is a “promise to pay”
Gold Certificates and Silver Certificates were promissory notes
Crypto Currencies

- Bitcoin was the first – 21 million coins max
- Hundreds or crypto currencies now
- https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/views/all/
- Shows over 800 crypto currencies
- Many are Mined
- Some (ripple, and probably others) are bankster created
- It is like the .com craze of the 1990’s
- Many will explode (amazon.com, Ebay.com, etc) & many will disappear
Recently the SEC said that they want to regulate all ICOs (Initial Coin Offerings)

That is impossible

Most of them are overseas

They are NOT Securities
A security is a fungible, negotiable financial instrument that holds some type of monetary value. It represents an ownership position in a publicly-traded corporation (via stock), a creditor relationship with a governmental body or a corporation (represented by owning that entity's bond), or rights to ownership as represented by an option.
U.C.C. - ARTICLE 1 - GENERAL PROVISIONS  PART 2. GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION § 1-201. General Definitions.

(35) "Security interest" means an interest in personal property or fixtures which secures payment or performance of an obligation. "Security interest" includes any interest of a consignor and a buyer of accounts, chattel paper, a payment intangible, or a promissory note in a transaction that is subject to Article 9.
Security – UCC

- Uniform Commercial code Article 9 – Secured Transactions – Part 1, General Provisions § 9-102. DEFINITIONS AND INDEX OF DEFINITIONS.

- (74) "Security agreement" means an agreement that creates or provides for a security interest.
Comparison – Gold/Silver

- Can be counterfeited
- Is NOT infinitely divisible
- No authenticity verification
- Storage – can be stolen, or lost
- Portable – not necessarily
- Recognized but not necessarily accepted
- Taxes – yes/no
- Anonymity - yes
Can be counterfeited

Is NOT infinitely divisible

No authenticity verification

Storage – can be stolen, or lost

Portable – yes

Recognized everywhere

Taxes – Yes

Anonymity – maybe – some banks require ID for any cash deposit – transactions over certain limits precipitate reporting requirements
Comparison – Crypto Currencies

- Can NOT be counterfeited
- Is infinitely divisible
- Authenticity verification Completed when used
- Cannot be stolen from a wallet, but can be lost
- Portable – yes – completely
- Recognized – growing
- Taxes – no
- Anonymity – yes – some more than others
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Don’t forget to subscribe to this Youtube channel
Don’t forget to follow me on vid.me https://vid.me/SovereigntyInternational
Don’t forget to follow me on Steemit @sovereigntyintl
Don’t forget to Like this video
On Youtube don’t forget to click the bell next to the subscribe button so that you are notified when there is a new upload
On vid.me don’t forget to upvote this video
On steemit don’t forget to vote and make your comments
What Should Your Crypto Coin Portfolio Look Like?

cryptowallet \(\texttt{\textasciitilde}51\) in beyondbitcoin

3 hours ago

This post is for the newer individuals out that are getting into cryptocurrency. Below are my recommendations on what your crypto-coin portfolio should look like. Keep in mind that this is just my opinion and you research anything before buying it.
Caveat emptor – buyer beware
Do your own research
Is it mined?
Is it a debt to somebody?
Bankster paper currency is ALWAYS a debt to somebody
Bankster crypto currency (Ripple, etc.) has an infinite supply and it is created ONLY by them.
Clif High
At the beginning of Bitcoin the creator chose 50 bitcoin to come into existence every 10 minutes

2,625,000 bitcoins created the first year

Every 4 years the number of bitcoins that are mined are cut in half

In 2012 the number of bitcoins mined were cut in half to 1,312,500

In 2016 the number was cut in half to 626,250

In 2140 21 million bitcoins will have been created and no more bitcoins will ever be created
Bitcoin Mining

Total Bitcoin

 Millions
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Crypto Currency Mining uses processor time to crunch numbers

You can buy mining computers, and mining cards for desktop computers

The best mining computers are also good gaming computers with powerful video cards

Mining costs power

Country with low power rates have a lot of miners – Venezuela

Youtube videos go into it in detail
Litecoin is scheduled to create 84 million coins and gets halved every 4 years

 Called Block Chain Technology

 Bitcoin Core

 Bitcoin Core contains every transaction that has ever taken place encoded into the block chain

 Millions of computers around the world have bitcoin core running on them

 It is impossible to counterfeit a bitcoin
Because of the Block Chain it is possible to find out information – i.e. how much bitcoin was sent to a given bitcoin address

Because of privacy concerns other crypto currencies like Monero and Cloak have been created
Peloniux in Delaware

Cryptology in New Zealand

Many more

Can be hacked and bitcoins have been stolen

Crypto currencies on an exchange are an account = contract - bankruptcy can cause loss of coins

Bank accounts can be hacked & if banks go bankrupt you lose money that is not FDIC insured
Announcing a subscription based Youtube channel called Sovereignty International

The recommended cost of the subscription is currently US$1.99 because it avoids the advertising ONLY (if you like my work it can be a donation)

The ONLY power that the N.W.O. satanists have over us is through fraud and deception, and my agenda is to expose it for all our benefit

For that reason the exclusive material on that channel will be limited

Currently publishing 1 video a week

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCokSQqXw1y2_2hAtJxUcoNw
Arlington Private Information Share
Land Deed Training
Estoppel Certificates Training
Foreclosure Estoppel Certificates Training
Corporate Denial Training
Toll Roads Notice and Demand Training
Invoice Training
Notice of Void Judgment training
Revocation of Signature training
Third Party Witness Training
Federal Habeas Corpus Training
Revocation of Voter Registration
Criminal Complaint Training
Lawsuit Training
Other Training (requests?)
When you send crypto currencies there is a fee – they call it juice

Recently somebody sent me approximately $125 worth of bitcoin and the fee was about $0.50

Crypto Exchanges charge fees
Bitcoin & Crypto Currencies

- Infinitely divisible – kilibits are thousandths of a bitcoin or 0.001 bitcoin – it can go smaller as needed, milibits, gigabits
- Not a debt to anyone
- Impossible to counterfeit
- Can be lost if you lose your keys – there is a public key and a private key
Contact Information

- My Blog is; http://sovereigntyinternational.wordpress.com
- Website - www.sovereigntyinternational.fyi
- Email - engineerwin@yahoo.com
- Youtube profile – sovereignliving & Sovereignty International
- Facebook - Community Page - Deleted
  - Private Group – Sovereignty International – Being deleted
- Yahoo Private Group – Administrating-Your-Public-Servants
- Google Private Group – Administrating-Your-Public-Servants
- Follow me on twitter @engineerwin
- Follow me on vid.me https://vid.me/SovereigntyInternational
- Follow me on Steemit https://steemit.com/@sovereigntyintl
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Buying Crypto Currencies – ATMs

- Charge a minimum of 6% up to 14%
- 6% fee - $200 = $12 fee
- They also sell the bitcoin over the current market price
- Sometimes $200 over market price or more
- Some want to take a picture of Identification
- Very easy to use
- Most of them ONLY sell bitcoin
- There are Youtube videos that go through it in detail
How to use a bitcoin ATM

Find a bitcoin ATM near me
Buying Crypto Currencies - Credit Cards

- Coinbase now wanting identification
- Some wallets provide for buying bitcoin with a credit card
- Many crypto currency exchanges have ways to buy crypto currencies with credit cards
www.bitquick.co

- Charges about 1% fee
- Does not require an identification for first small transactions
- Eventually asks for identification
- Provides a bank account at a bank of your choice – you deposit cash – within 3 hours bitcoin is in your wallet
- Other similar websites
Start Buying Bitcoin Today!

Start buying Bitcoin today by viewing the sell orders below. We will then guide you through the simple buying process. If you need help, you can always review the how to guides before hand. Payment due by July 29, 2017, 11:43 AM ET for buy orders placed now.

Current Bitcoin Average = $2,715.01/BTC.
Processing Time = 1 hr 39 min. (average of last ten orders)

LAUNCH QUICK BUY

Popular Banks or Credit Unions

- LOCAL CREDIT UNION
- ANY LOCAL CREDIT UNION
- BANK OF AMERICA
- WELLS FARGO
- US BANK
# Buy and sell bitcoins near you

**Instant. Secure. Private.**

Trade bitcoins in 14874 cities and 248 countries including United States.

![Sign up free button](image)

## QUICK BUY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>USD</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>All online offers</th>
<th>Search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **SMS not required**
- **ID not required**

## Buy bitcoins online in United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seller</th>
<th>Payment method</th>
<th>Price / BTC</th>
<th>Limits</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>orlando3001 (9; 100%)</td>
<td>Cash deposit: BANK OF AMERICA</td>
<td><strong>2704.13 USD</strong></td>
<td>500 - 1500 USD</td>
<td>Buy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyofsee (8; 100%)</td>
<td>Serve2Serve</td>
<td><strong>2731.17 USD</strong></td>
<td>100 - 1092 USD</td>
<td>Buy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imotiv8 (500+; 100%)</td>
<td>Cash deposit: Navy Federal Credit Union</td>
<td><strong>2731.17 USD</strong></td>
<td>200 - 1666 USD</td>
<td>Buy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Advertisement – Other Videos

- Bankster Thieves playlist
- Roman Cult playlist
- Bankrupt Corporate (so-called) Governments
- BAR Members 1 - 3
- D.I.Y. How NOT to Volunteer for the Selective Service and the Draft
- Martial Law is here!
- D.I.Y. No Income Tax
- D.I.Y. Free Mail 1 & 2
- D.I.Y. Kangaroo Courts 1 – 9
- Canada Border PIGs playlist
- BAR Members and their Satanic Connections playlist
Congress has passed a [law] and how the border PIGs are asking people about their crypto currencies when crossing the border.

1. DO NOT GIVE EVIDENCE AGAINST YOURSELF.

If you are an American then under Article 5 in Amendment you have the right NOT to give evidence against yourself.

Have you got a Court Order?
If you are NOT American, then under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 17

1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and reputation.

2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Have you got a Court order?
If you are worried, email to yourself keys and delete all wallets off your phone

I would reset the phone before you go through customs and there would be nothing there for them to get
If you have properly backed everything up, then you should be able to restore everything after you get past the Customs PIGs

Congress is owned and operated by the Roman Cult

Congress = Roman Cult = Bankster Thieves

PIG = Persons In Government who intend to perjure their oaths

Order followers = satanists (see Mark Passio’s youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/user/WhatOnEarth93)
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US Border PIGs = Roman Cult

“My history of the Jesuits is not eloquently written, but it is supported by unquestionable authorities, [and] is very particular and very horrible. Their [the Jesuit Order’s] restoration [in 1814 by Pope Pius VII] is indeed a step toward darkness, cruelty, despotism, [and] death. … I do not like the appearance of the Jesuits. If ever there was a body of men who merited eternal damnation on earth and in hell, it is this Society of [Ignatius de] Loyola.”

John Adams (1735-1826; 2nd President of the United States)
"Within twenty years this country is going to rule the world. Kings and Emperors will soon pass away and the democracy of the United States will take their place... When the United States rules the world, the Catholic Church will rule the world...Nothing can stand against the Church. I’d like to see the politician who would try to rule against the Church in Chicago. His reign would be short indeed." -- Roman Catholic Archbishop James E. Quigley (October 15, 1854 - July 10, 1915)
Chicago Daily Tribune, May 5, 1903
US Congress = Roman Cult

Roman Aquila: military staff carried in battle by all Roman commands, planted on conquered nations.

Devout Roman Catholic, trained by the Jesuits at Xavier, installed first Jesuit chaplain to the House.

Devout Roman Catholic, honorary degree from Jesuit Scranton University.

Roman fasces: bundle of rods bound to a weapon, symbolizing subservience under rule of a single man.

24 September 2015
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QR Code

- All crypto wallets generate a QR Code
- You can send money using the crypto address for the wallet, or the QR code
- The camera on your phone can scan the QR code - you can send crypto currency from one phone another phone
- You see a QR code when you go to check out at Walmart
Advantages of Crypto Currency

- You can transfer crypto currency between 2 people with no internet using a cell phone.
- The 2 people can be literally anywhere - 1 foot apart, or opposite sides of the planet.
- You can use the QR code – 1 foot apart.
- It is not a debt to anybody.
- Impossible to counterfeit.
- Is infinitely divisible.
- Circumvents the banksters.
You can now get VISA and Mastercard debit cards that can be loaded with crypto currency.

There are new crypto currency products being introduced every day.

Every day more merchants accept crypto currency.

www.cryptostoresdirectory.com
Clif High says that something will cause a bond market crash

I think that will cause a bank holiday

When the banks close for a period of time, people can still use crypto currencies

The price of crypto currencies doesn’t matter because they are infinitely divisible

Crypto currencies are about to go up, … a lot

Clif High says that they will go up a lot in 2018 – 2019 (a rocket)